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Children and young people are sending us their artwork 

Since the call for contributions was launched a month ago, the COVISION team has 

been receiving a steady stream of submissions of COVID-related artwork by children 

and young people. The open call continues on social media around the world, 

supported by our partners and their networks.  

Children aged 10-17 can use a secure on-line app to submit their art work, including 

videos, poems, stories – anything creative that they made during the pandemic that 

helped them or those around them. Get your friends and classmates to send us their 

creative efforts. They can scan this QR code, or go to: www.covision.ie/your-art     

YOUR SPACE: A call for contributions to the 

COVISION CRAG Newsletter 

As readers may have noticed, this newsletter is produced and distributed by the 

COVISION (adult) research team, to inform and update CRAG members.  

But from here on, all CRAG members are invited to send us their thoughts, ideas and 

contributions to be included in the newsletter. And not only that, we are looking for 

volunteers to become “Guest Editor” for future issues. To learn more, come to the 

next meeting, or email harry.shier@ucd.ie. 

Next CRAG meeting, Sunday 24 April: Planning the  

COVISION Co-design workshop   

At the last meeting in March, CRAG members heard about plans for a COVISION 

Co-Design Workshop, where children and young people will come together to 

invent new ways to support children in times of pandemics; ideas they will then 

pitch to those who have the power to make things happen.  

Thanks to CRAG feedback, these plans are now taking shape. At the April 

meeting, the CRAG will continue this work, advising on the practical side of 

setting up and running the workshop.  

www.covision.ie 

COVISION promotional video in Spanish and Portuguese  

The COVISION promotional video, developed with support from the Children’s 

Research Advisory Group (CRAG), is now available with the voice-over in Spanish 

and Portuguese as well as English, thanks to young volunteers supporting 

COVISION in Brazil and Chile. 

The new videos will be on our website soon.  

To watch, go to www.covision.ie/your-art 
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